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ulnertia posed far greater risks to the quality of Review"

Staff Overhauls Review Selection

by Ted Lee
After months of "prolonged and
vigorous debates," the Upper Staff of
the Michigan Law Review has presented a report and recommendation for
c hanges in the Law Review selection
process. The 32 page document revamps
the present selection procedures by
stressing a reworked writing competition and decreasing the importance
of grade point averages . It also
provides for an affirmative action plan
which holds open two staff spaces for
" qualified" minority applicants and
allows transfer students to compete in
the writing competition.
Of the 15 Upper Staff members (third
year ijlw students on the Law Review
Editorial Board), eight supported the
proposal outright. Of the seven members who did not support the plan, only
one objected to both the affirmative action and the revised writing competition. Four members found the
writing for mula acceptable but
vigorously dissented to the affirmative
action plan. One dissenter agreed with
the affirmative action plan but rejected
the writing competition . The final
member demanded a stronger affirmative action proposal.
The New P lan
The proposed change divides the
selection process into four related
categories (see diagram ). or the
estimated 40 positions to be filled each
year , the plan reduces the number of
positions filled on the basis of grade
point average alone. Only those 15
s tudents with the highest grade point
averages will automatica lly be invited
to join the Review. Currently, the vast

majority of positions are filled through
the grade point average process.
The new process also calls for an extended writing competition. Of those
who enter the competition, the top eight
entrants will receive an automatic invitation to join the Review.
The Review will then institute what it
calls a " grade boost" writing competition . In this category, the Edi torial
Board will divide the writing entries in·
to two groups. " The first group will
consist of those entries that rank in the
top fifty percent <SO% > of all entries

r Law Review Selection Proposal
Grades alone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Writing alone ........ . ... .. .............. ........ 8
Writing boosted grades ................ .. ........ 15*
Affirmative Action ... . ...... . ................... 2*
Total

40*

*target numbers- estimates
received." The second group will not
receive further consideration.
Those entries in the first group will be
assigned points, between 0.1 and 0.4,
depending on the quality of the entry.
The entrants grade point average will
the n be " boosted " by the score
a ssigned to his/her writing entry. Fifteen positions will be filled on the basis
of the highest " boosted grade point
average."
AHirmative Action
The plan sets aside two staff places
for minority students who have the
highest " boosted" G.P .A.s, provided

Activist Seeks to Bring
CIA Out From Hiding
by Greg llopp
" This is the first ttme 1n more than a
generation that we've had 'official
secrets' legislation, a nd now we have a
President whose stated policy is to
unleash the CIA and restore it to its
heyday. It's a dark hour," activistauthor Ken Lawrence told a crowd
gathered at the law school
Roughly sixty people turned out to
hear
Lawrence's
wide-ranging
discussion of the CIA , sponsored by the
Nationa l Lawyers' Guild . The
legislation he referred to is the " Intelligence Identities Protection Act."
The act makes it a crime to reveal the
identity of a CIA operative even in
cases where such identity is discovered
by what Lawrence termed, " normal
journalis tic
techniques of investigation ." Principle among the
techniques of this type utilized by
Lawrence's magazine, Covert Action,
in discovering the identities of CIA agents
is the examination of government
diplomatic directories in order to

that their writing entries qualify in the
top 50% writing group. These two
positions will be decreased by " the
number of minorities offered admission
under the standard , anonymous
procedures. lf no minority student's entry was ranked in the top fifty percent
(50%) pool , no minorities will be ofCered an invitation to Ole Review that
year via the affirmative action
progra m."
Finally, transfer students will be invited to join the writing competition
and must qualify as one of the top eight

discern the euphemistic job titles of
career intelligence personnel.
Lawrence denied that the work that
he and his associa tes have done has
ever placed a;zents in original danger.
" These are people whose identities are
known to the other side," he said. " The
purpose of the act is in truth to protect
them from people like us. Public debate
has been effectively curtailed by this
law."
The whole purpose of the CIA, claims
Lawrence, is covert action. " The CIA is
viewed as a third policy alternative to
the State Department or the Marines.
Why do we need it?'" Lawrence asked
rhetor ically. " Bec ause if the CIA
policies were known, they'd be condemned. Chile, for example. Hence the
need for secrecy. It prevents the debate
that would repudiate the CIA's policy."
As part of his general attack on the
CIA, Lawrence is a plaintiff in United

Presbyterian Church of USA v.
See ACTION, page three

entrants to secure a position.
The proposal is based upon a belief
that " grades are a reliable, though imperfect, indicator of ability to contribute to Review." Although the Board
does not expect that the "grade }>oost"
plan will help students with G.P .A.s
below 3.5, it will allow the Board to
" select among those students in approximately the top one-third of the
class who demonstrate both the ability
and willingness to contribute to the
Review."
The affirmative action program
component, referred to as " modest"

program, was instituted to further " the
twin goals of contr ibuting to legal
scholarship and t ra ining futur e
lawyers." The majority felt that " the
Review is no different from the
thousands of other institutions . .. that
have already adopted affirmative action programs in response to the
problems posed by our nation's historic
discrimination
against
r acial
minorities."
Dissenting Views
Four members did not support the Af.
Cirmative action component of the plan,
though they agreed to the " grade
boost" portion. In their three page
dissent, they rejected the basis of the
majority's proposal. They added, " But
so long as the quality of the Review is
assessed by the gr ace a nd perceptiveness of its contents, thinking and
writing should remain the sole criteria
for membership. Regardless of how
society at large has prejudiced success
by the measures of those talents, our
purpose req uires us to measure them as
accurately as possible. And a n
organization devoted to applying the
best available talent to the solution of
legal problems should not concern itself
with 'threshholds of competence.' "
The decision regarding the selection
process ultimately lies in the hands of
the UpJ)er Sta ff to be selected among
current second year Law Review
members. They are expected to be
chosen sometime next month. For those
students who wish to examine the
policy recommendation, copies have
been placed on reserve at the University of Michigan Law Libra ry.
• t

•

.

AS THE WORLD TURNS. The Jerr Kinzel- Metermaid " love a rrair" continues. Last year , the Metermaid stuck Kinzel with over S500 in parking
fines. Kinzel then paid up. But yesterday. the saga rolled forward when Ann
Arbor authorities towt'd Kinzel's car.
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noti fied. Maihng address : Room 408llutchms Hall , University of
Michigan Law School. Ann Arbor, Ml 48t09. Phone: 1313) 763·
0333

We believe we have a reasonable view of our
purpose and talents. In an occasionally competent and hopefully readable fashion, we try
to keep our readers up on what's going on
within Hutchins' hallowed halls. We attempt
to report internal politics from a moderate
perspective, which we realize places us in the
mind and heart of our average reader
somewhere between Teddy Kennedy and
Mao.
Somewhere along the line, something happened. If not actually disturbing, then at least
irritating. Or disappointing. In the minds of
some of the faculty, the R.G. has become a
potentially unsettling influence, to be watched
warily. It's nice to be noticed, but not this way.
The paradigm of this perceived attitude is
the faculty's position on " open meetings." The
faculty's position is founded upon legitimate
considerations. Still, there has yet to be a
faculty meeting this semester that hasn't
quickly adjourned to executive session, ostensibly to discuss faculty hiring.
One faculty member was overheard to
instruct several persons not to talk to an R.G.
reporter about a certain matter . Professor
Blasi's undoubtedly complicated decision to
leave has been uniformly dismissed as the
Jure of New York.
Finally, Peter Jackson encountered all sorts
of weird things in researching his article on
faculty recruitment. Thankfully, some very
helpful people. But also a great number
willing only to advance conclusory judgments
denying the very existence of a concern.
As it turned out, the essential point of
Peter's story turned out to be that we've got a
helluva faculty and it appears that, with effort, it'll stay that way. Rather than allaying
fears, the faculty's actions made us feel we
were missing something.
Maybe this all boils down to not a lot. But it's
far from the proverbial atmosphere of
collegiality we've been taught to expect. It's a
question of motives, we suppose. And we certa inly have no vested interest in heralding
dissention and demise in an institution to
which we've committed our intellectual and
professional lives. We're not a wholly impartial observer. U we get a bit strident in the
pursuit of a story or in the presentation of an
issue, it's only because we believe in a fair
airing of underrepresented views within the
Law School. No sinister motives. We hope that
the students, as well as the fa culty, understand.

Letters
TO: The Lovely Student Body of this Marvelous Law School
'
Several hundred students, on learning in early
J anuary that I suffered from lung cancer, expressed concern regarding my health and sent
me their best wishes. The large number of such
expressions literally makes it impossible for me
to respond individually to each of those who
wrote me. Because my energy level had dropped
significantly during this per iod of radiation
treatments, I must respond on a collective basis
(through Res Gestae) with the hope this will not
serve to minimize in your eyes the degree to
which this old rascal's heart was warmed by
your comments.
Not surprisingly, my wife is arranging to have
framed the lovely print of the Law Quadrangle
which about 500 of you autographed. We shall
cherish that. And I will never , never forget the
surprise concert <by the Headnotes, no less) performed in my office for my benefit.
I acknowledge unashamedly that I have become
more sentimental with each passing year and,
particularly now, with each passing day. By this
point, having reached 65 years of age, I am
pretty damned sentimental a bout this place and
about those associated with it. Perhaps only
when you reach my age, but hopefully not then
also suffer a comparable attack on your health,
will you realize the degree to which messages of
To the Editors :
A good day's work deserves a fair wage. This
idea we comfortably accept when we refer to,
say, the plumber who sells her services or the
cabinet maker who sells her goods in the
marketplace . At the F ebruary 2 panel
discussion on "Surrogate Motherhood," two
speaker s, a lawyer and a psychia trist, asked us
lo extend this simple economic proposition to the
act of childbearing. In their minds, society
s hould pr ovide the legal rules and the
psychological support that would allow a woman
to contract with a man at whatever price to
carry "his" child, and relinquis h that child to
him after delivery. Put another way. they argue
tha t the s tate should permit a woman to sell the
fruits of her maternal labor .
Attorney Herb Brail, a n associate of Noel
Keane <See R.G., February 2, 1983), spoke at the
conference of "a market out there '' for
surrogates, and the " need" to respond to that
market.
Philip J . Pa rk er, an M. D. in
Psychiatry, distributed at the confe rence a n article of his that read, " Recently there has been
an increased demand for newborn white babies
and at the same time a decrease in their supply.
Consequently, many infertile couples are . . .
using the services of a surrogate mother ."
Supply. demand, markets, services. The
proponents of surrogate parenting toss these
terms about like chairmen at a budget meeting.
But before we accept the analogy between the
womb and the workplace, before we promote
"surrogating" for a fee, perha ps we should consider the implications of exchanging a child for a
check.
Certainly one of the most important a nd difficult decisions a woman faces is whether to bear
a child. She must consider her age, health, and
ma rital s tatus; s he must weigh her desire to
raise a c hild against the burdens of pregnancythe pain a nd disability spread over the term and the ris ks of childbirth ; and in the case of the
surrogate, she must cons•der the likelihood of
developing emotional attachments to the child
she ca rries, a nd the trauma of surrendering that
child to another person. Given the possibility of
great phys ica l pain and enduring mental
anguish, do we want mercenary considerations
to a ffect a woman's decision of when to bear a
child?
Statis tics compiled by Dr. Pa rker s uggest that
the prospect of a large fee may overbear the will
of many women who a rc deciding to enter a
surrogate relationship. From a survey of at
least 50 s urrogate applicants, 89% said they
required a fee for their participation ; 40% were
unemployed or receiving some form of fina ncial
a id or both , 28% said they would act as a

the type you sent us so a ffect the quality of a
recipient's life.
Seven year s ago, this place, and t hose
associated with it - less one - helped me overcome the adverse a ffects of a series of heart attacks and of open-heart surgery. I hopefully am
realistic in believing that the same will prove to
be true as I now face a different type of attack
on my health. The "less one" noted above is
reserved, but only in good fun, for the playful,
fun-loving alumnus of 30-years ago who wrote
me two days ago to inquire whether I actually
was trying to hide a bad case of herpes by asserting that I actually suffered from lung cancer .
He also was nice enough to say that he was comforted bv lhe fact that I was too mean to a llow
any such illness to have much adverse affect.
In any case, after completing radiation treatments at Johns Hopkins, I plan then to participate in a rationally designed but experimental pro~ram also conducted there by a gr eat cancer specialist. I then plan to return in Ore fall to
our classrooms. At that point, precisely because
you are a great lot with a potential to help society
so very much, I will expect you, as before, to
" break your backs" and thereby maximize on
that potential.
Sincerely,
L. Hart Wright

surrogate for anyone for a ny reason. Regarding
their formal education, 18% had not complete<l
high school ; 54% had achieved a high school
diploma ; 26% had taken some college courses;
one applicant had a bachelor's degree. In light of
this data, surrogate parenting has the shadings
of a coercive relationship where money is su~d to
induce women of meager means and httle
education to bear and then abandon a child.
Should the law sanction this kind of relationship?
Proponents of surrogate parenting glibly apply
economic terms of art to the act of childbearing.
Apparently, the existence of " a market out
there'' for the " services" of a surrogate means
that surrogate parenting should be legitimated
and encouraged by the laws of the state. But
when we speak of surrogating for a few, we are
not talking about fixing pipes or making
cabinets. We are talking about the birth of a
child. Do we want the fate of an unborn child to
be the object of a contract, where perhaps the
price is determined by the pound?
Donald Seitz, 2L

To the editor :
The foreseeability of Mr. Sharon' s involvement in the Beirut massacres does nothing
to lessen the force of its somber message - the
metaphor is obvious. It is truly frightening that
so many in this country either explicitly supported Mr. Sharon or share substantially sim ilar
world views (Mr. Reagan for example>. The
conclusions that more guns imply more peace,
that massive armaments for volatile regions
promote stability. defy rational analysis. Yet,
these are fundamental tenets of U.S. foreign
policy.
It is tragic that throughout history people and
societies have refused to modify their views in
accordance with the clear implications of contemporary events, rhetoric and abstraction
justifying the unjustifiable - the proverbial
handwriting. Our hope, as a species, is to reverse
this tr end, not enhance it. The Beirut massacres
a r e consistent with a prevalent conceptual
framework for problem solving. One needs no
sophistic explanation, the event speaks for itself.
The question is whether the numerous and
powerful "believers" in such a framework will
give up their indulgence in self-deception before
it's too late - need I say it is too late for a ll the
victims of the "Lebanon solution."
Louis Johnson tL
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Covert Action Criticized
from page one
mistake to expect any relief, actual apparent. We have to make our own vicchallenge to an Executive Order of tor ies from now on. "
President Reagan that Lawrence
It is not clear that Lawrence expects
claims aims to unleash the CIA.
victory. " When scandal makes it to the
surface," he said, citing the Angolan a fThe case was dismissed in the federal fiar and the assasination attempts on
district court of the District of Colum- world leaders, " then we get real soulbia, for lack of specificity. Lawrence searching. Eventually, we get a long
and his fellow plaintiffs have filed an report, most of which is censored by the
appeal, but because of the " present CIA . We a re never able to get to the
judicial climate," he is not optimistic. heart of the matter and get real refor"1'he way the courts have ruled is ms." So Lawrence is not optimistic
ominous," he said. "Law suits are a
about his fight. But it is one which he
good forum. But it would be a fatal seems to feel is worth making.

Reagan. The suit is f~unded upon a

A lternatives to the Herd
A commonly voiced criticism of the
fall 's interviewing process concerned
the homogeneous nature of the legal enterprises represented. As a counter to
whatever factual basis such complaints
may have had and as a way to introduce
students to alternative areas of practice, the placement office is sponsoring
a Public Interest Conference Friday
and Saturday.
The Conference begins Friday
evening with a potluck supper in the
Lawyers Club at which Bill Goodman
will spea k. Goodman is a graduate of
the University of Chic~o Law School
and past President of the National
Lawyers Guild, presently practicing in
Detroit. His long history of public in-

terest concerns and practice, r anging
from civil rights to the environment,
will provide an example for the type of
practice with which the Conference will
be concerned. ·
Beyond this genera l introduction, the
Conference will consist of specific area
workshops held thr oughout the day on
Saturday. By press time, an exact
listing of the workshops, their times
and locations will be available from the
Placement office.
The areas covered will range from
juvenile to labor law, from -legal ser vices to lobbying, and from immigration to environmental law. So no
matter what the particular interests of
a student may be, they will likely be
touched upon by a workshop.

Notices
CENTER FOR LAW AND SOCIAL
POLICY will have a group meeting
Friday, February 18 at 12:15 in room
218. Robert Gurss from the Media Access Project will discuss the Center ,
the Women's Law Project and the
Media Access P roject for students who
are interviewing for an externship with
the Center for Fall term, as well as
students who may be interested in an
externship in the future.
NATIONA L APARTMEN T EXCHANGE - Each spring, a listing of
apartments available to sublet during
the summer, and students seeking
summer sublets is compiled for var ious
cities around the country. U you -have
an apartment you wish to sublet or are
seeking an apartment to sublet, please
stop by the Placement Office, by
Friday, and fill out a form to be included in the listing. Listings should be
available in the Placement Office after
March 11.
UNIVERSITY OF 1\flCHIGAN law
students are forming a group to study
for the California Bar Examination
(July 26-28) in Ann Arbor this summer.
Any student interested in helping to
. form a California bar review study
eroup should either !mea k to Tony
Natsis or John Yun or, alternatively,
leave a message in their Hutchins Hall
mail folders .
NEED A VACATIO!\? The Tropics
Party will send two people on an all expenses paid tri p to Montego Bay,
Jamaica . Drawing at midnight, Saturday, February 19. Be there. Aloha.

~IRST YEA~ J OB HUNTING. A
brJef presentatiOn and question-and
answer period with Nancy Krieger,
Director of Placement, and members of
the Law School Student Senate
Placement .Committee will take place
(tentatively) on Thursday, February 24
at 3:30 p.m. in Room 100. Information
and suggestions about various summer
work alterna tives will be presented
along with advice to prepare for the fall
interviewing season. For further information , call Steve Schiller at 6633110.
SECOND-YEAR LAW STUDENTS
interested in working for the Savannah
-Regional Office of Georgia Legal Services Program for ten weeks this summer should send a res..ume, writing
sample and references (no later than
February 24, 1983) to: Bill Orrick ,
Georgia Legal Services Program , P .O.
Box 8667, Savannah, GA 31412 (912·9442180). The internship was named for
former Michigan grad Michael Krzys,
and involves all aspects of legal services practice, including a federal class
action suit involving minority interests
in education. Salary is $200/ week. For
more information , contact Steven
Pepe.
Mr. Raymond G. Romero, legal
counsel for the Chicago office of the
Mexican-American Legal Defense &
E dcational Fund (MALDEF), will
speak on Latino Political Involvement
in the U.S. and U.S. Immigration Policy
on Thursday, February 17, 1983 at 7:30
pm in room 132 Hutchins Hall. Faculty,
students, and the public a re invited.
Sponsored by LaRaza students.

BAR/BRI
and
The Multistate Professional
Responsibility Exam (MPRE)

A S75 deposit towards a Bar/ Bri summer review course entitles you to the
Bar/ Bri review for the MPRE exam .
As many of you are aware, the MPRE, required by many states for ad-

mission to the bar, will be offered on March 18 in Ann Arbor. BAR/ BRI is offering a review course for the MPRE which includes a comprehensive
review text, practice exams and a four-hour taped lecture to be given March
12, in Room 250 (rom 9 a .m. to 1 p.m .

TO ENROLL:
New York, New Jersey and Connecticut bar applicantsBrad Steenland (764-8904) will be available outside Room 100 on Mondays
from 10:30-12:00, 1:00-3:00 and on Thursdays from 10 :00-12:00 to answer
your questions and display sample bar review materials. Please note that
New York applicants are entitled to a $50 discount if they enroll prior to
March 31.

Applicants for All Other Bars
Mark Broida (764-9086) and Brian Wylie (663·9872) will be hvailable outside
Room 100 on Tuesdays from 2:00-4:00, Wednesdays from 1:00-4 :00 and Thur sdays from 11:00-2:00 to answer any questions, display sample BAR/ BRI
materials and collect deposit checks.

RnC..ra~
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Arts
The Epic Grandeur of Gandhi
by Gary Rosen

ICHARD Attenborough begins his
massive film biography of Mohandas K. Gandhi with a disclaimer
t hat notes some of the obvious
limitations of the genr e . He does not
mention the added difficulties he faced
in port r~ying a man so complex and
events of such staggering scale. It is in
meeting the demands posed by the subject within the constraints posed by the
me dium that Gandh i is such a
remarkable success.
Attenborough has adroitly placed the
1948 assassination of Gandhi at the
beginning of the film. With that spectre
firmly impressed in one 's mind, it is
impossible to watch Gandhi's life unfold without being struck by how fragile
his victor ies have proven to be. I found
my attention frequently diverted forward , not just to this pacifist's violent
death, but also to the persistence of institutionalized racial oppression in
South Africa , grinding poverty in India,
Hindu-Moslem strife on the Asian subcontinent, a s well as the excesses of
Mrs. Indira Gandhi 's government. In
this respect and others, Gandhi delivers
a message artfully, and with subtlety
that is unusual in contemporary
movies.

R

T

HE FlLM spans more than 50 years
of Gandhi's life, from his arr ival in
South Africa as a young, westernized
lawyer in 1893, through his reintroduction to traditional Indian culture and
eventual leadership of the home rule
movement. To the extent one can
distinguish Gandhi '~ " regulating
ideals " from his " operational
techniques" (a distinction Martin
Luther King drew when explaining
himseU), the film is far more successful in portraying the latter . Gandhi's use of civil disobedience and
passive resistence, as well as his instinct for the symbolic gesture which
galvanizes public a ttention, are powerfully dramatized. Less dr amatic, but
equally important, are his cultivation of
world opinion and assiduous courtship
or the press.

Next to all this, it is not surprising,
nor especially damning, that Gandhi's
ideology is slighted (his coiJected
writings, after a ll, take up no fewer
than 83 bound volumes - if film could
do justice to such a prodigious and
complex body of thought no doubt by
now we would have a film version of
Aristotle's life). The film manages to
convey some insight into Gandhi's
ideology through his conversations with
American journalists Vincent Walker
and Mar garet Bourke-White. But the
technique is awkward, and matters are
not helped by the rather wooden performances of Martin Sheen and Candice Bergen as the journalists. Less explicable than the cursory treatment of
Gandhi's ideology is the film's almost
total inattention to Gandhi's troubled
personal life.
OR THE MOST part the acting in
F
Gandhi is very good. In the title role
Ben Kingsley, who is on-screen for what
must be close to three hours, is outstanding. He avoids the temptation to
merely car icatur e Gandhi's otherwordliness (a fault of virtually every
screen portr ayal of J esus) and instead
offers a solid characterization. While
historians and those who knew Gandhi
will no doubt debate the accuracy of
this portrayal, for the movie viewer it
should be enough that it is an interpretation with credibility and depth.
Gandhi is, unfortuna tely, a onecharacter movie. The other important
figures in the historical drama, notably
Nehru and Jinnah, ar e bit players in the
film. The large supporting cast does,
however , perform very well within the
confines of their roles. Veteran British
actors John Gielgud and Edward Fox
_
. a re especially good.
Gandhi is enjoying a su rprising
degree of commercial success in this
country. This fact should be disturbing
to those who in a few months will be at·
tempting to sell to the American public
a new version of the " peacekeeper"
missile. While it is too early to tell
whether Gandhi is the sort of film that

will enter our collective consciousness,
its success does remind me of a
newspaper cartoon which appeared in
1968, in which Gandhi is shown telling
Martin Luther King, "The odd thing
about assassins, Dr . King, is that they
think they've killed you."

Mr. Rosen is a second year law
student.

No R.G . Next Week
we know you'll be disappointed. But
when the undergrads leave, so does our
printer. So no RG next week. But we'll
be back right after spring break. Same
bat time, same bat place.

Normandie
Flowers
fresh flowers & Pl a nts

1 111·1 <, l nl\ N\rty
Ann Arbor \11( h lgiln 48104
\11 !)9(, 1811

Open Mon.· Sot. 10om · 6pm
Friday 1Oom · Bpm
Sunday Noon · 4pm
Tou r Cam pus flower Connection

Law in th-e Raw
Tut 's Tort
Policeman George Labrash was guarding the
treasure of King Tut in San Francisco in 1979 when
he suffered a massive str oke. Last December ,
Labrash filed suit against the city, claiming his
illness was job-related: he was the victim of the
mummy's curse. Labrash presented as evidence
several deaths he said were caused by the mummy's wrath, but the court rul ed against him
anyway. Labrash says he plans to appeal the
case-in Egypt.
Milwaukee Journal, December 26, 1982

LaCoste of Justice
Oakland Circuit Court Judge David Breck may
himself wear an occasional topsider , but it was
fellow jurist Hilda Gage who came off looking preppie earlier this month. After Gage had gone home
for the day, Breck snuck into her chambers and affixed a famil iar green alligator to her judicial robe.
The next day, she trotted unaware into the courtroom, where the gator drew the intended guffaws.
Detroit Free Press, 10 Janua r) 1983

Compil~d

H ow much is that
Doggie in the Window?
Floyd Emer ick, 59, of Imlay Township in Lapeer
County <Mich.), has been sentenced to 90 days in
jail for killing and eating his neighbor 's dog. He pled
guilty to cruelty to animals. He was arrested after a
neighbor 's 60-pound Doberman pinscher vanished.
Officers found Emerick cooking the remains of a
dog in his home.
-The Detroit Free Press, J anuary 27, 1983

Register Rulers
The Los Angeles Distr ict Attorney's Office filed
child abuse charges against a Roman Catholic n~n
who was accused of throwing a nine-year-old g1rl
against a wall and lifting an eight-year-old boy off
the ground by his cheeks, punching him in the
stomach, stomping on his foot, and hitting him
across the knuckles with a ruler. Parents of
children she really didn't like had previously ac·
cused the Catholic school teacher of discriminating
against Mexican-American students.
-Student Lawyer, January 1983

b)

~lik~

Walsb

Wh ew!
Supervisors around the University ma y be
breathing a little easier; they have one less thing to
worry about now . A state court of appeals in Seattle
has ruled that U.S. Steel was not guilty of negli·
gence for failing to warn the wife of one of its employees that her husband was having an affa ir with
another employee. In the unanimous decision in the
alienation-of-affection suit filed by one woman
against her former husband's new wife, the court
said: U.S. Steel owed no duty to its employees'
spouses to monitor a nd safeguard their
marriages.
-Wall Street Journal

Quote of the Week
"Only James Watt could fail to see the difference
between Hermann Goering and John Muir."
-Michael McClosky. Sierra Club director, upon hearing
Watt's charge that environmentalists wanted to
achieve the same social objectives a s Nazis and
Bolsheviks did.
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